Smoky Mountain Quilt Guild
4-hr class will be taught free of charge by Nancy Sapin, Freelance National Educator
representing Sulky of America, with the purchase of a complete kit costing $25.

"Come Fly With Me" a free-motion butterfly travel tray
Learn free-motion stitching by transferring an outline design using a stabilizer. We will
assemble a skillfully designed snap travel tray while learning to add borders that are all the
same size, and how to use the proper stabilizer and batting for maximum results. A fused
binding is quick and easy on this project. Setting snaps is a snap, and then it's time for
free-motion fun. The butterfly outline is perfect for expressing yourself. We will explore
variety of quilting stitches and zentangle doodle designs, however, you can finish your
butterfly at home with painting, or a multitude of artistic expressions. We will also discuss
many different ways to make and finish these travel trays which would be great bizarre
projects.
Kit includes:
 All fabrics
 Steam-a-Seam2
 fusible flannel
 all Stabilizers needed for project
 (1) 30 wt Sulky Blendables or solid thread
 (1) 60 wt Sulky PolyLite thread to match back fabric (for bobbin and piecing)
 (4) sets of snaps
 snap template
 Directions
 Paper Butterfly pattern
Snap setters, blocks and hammers to set snaps will be also be available.
Student Supply List:
80/12 or 90/14 Topstitch needle, a 70/11 or 80/12 Microtex Sharp needle
Sewing machine in good working order (know your machine), cords and foot pedal
Standard machine feet and a spring free-motion foot to fit your machine
One or more Free Motion practice sandwiches consisting of 2 pieces of scrap fabric, one
solid and one larger print, with 1 piece of batting in-between (all approximately 12” square)
Frixion pen (black or red)
A small variety of 40wt threads or lighter weight for quilting inside butterfly outline
(possibility to be able to work with these in class or at least practice)
(optional) wavy blade rotary cutter or pinking sheers for decorative binding
Basic sewing supplies
Pins, Tweezers, Glue stick and Sewers Aid (if you have it)
A minimum 12” quilting ruler. cutting mat and rotary cutter

